Value Brief
Security

Static Code Analyzer

Micro Focus® offers an automated static code analysis solution to help developers eliminate vulnerabilities and build secure software.
Micro Focus Fortify Static Code Analyzer
(SCA) is a static application security testing
(SAST) offering used by development groups
and security professionals to analyze the
source code for security vulnerabilities. SCA
reviews code and helps developers to identify,
prioritize, and resolve issues with less effort
and in less time.

20%
95%

Testing effort
reduction1

Code review
time reduction1

Static code analysis efficiently identifies security vulnerabilities efficiently in source code,
minimizing the labor-intensive nature of security assessments.

5%

Static code analysis should be done early in
the development lifecycle and also continuously used throughout the life of the application. It provides immediate feedback to
developers on issues introduced into code
during development, which reduces the number of issues found during testing.

25%

Application rework
cost reduction1

Fortify SCA empowers developers to:
■■ Scan source code early and often

■■ Pinpoint the root cause of vulnerabilities

down to the line of code

■■ Correlate and prioritize the results

■■ Accelerate development and shorten

scan times

■■ Remediate security vulnerabilities quickly

■■ Review best practices to help developers

code more securely

Security assessment
time reduction1

Proof Points

■■ Vital Images achieved a 65% reduction in

full scan time

■■ SAP reduced cost-to-repair as a

result of identifying and remediating
vulnerabilities early in the software
development lifecycle

■■ Acxiom saves money by identifying and

resolving issues early in the lifecycle
with Fortify SCA, which is much more
cost-effective than finding vulnerabilities
post-release

“We can identify, analyze, and
resolve possible issues far more
efficiently with Fortify SCA than
we ever could before.”2
BRENTON WITONSKI
IT Security Engineer
Acxiom

Learn More At

www.microfocus.com/fortifysca
__________
1 Anticipated improvements are based on IDC
Studies, Micro Focus Product Management/
Marketing guidance, and Micro Focus
customer experience.
2 Acxiom Customer Case Study
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